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A SCHENSTED ALGORITHM FOR

SHIFTED RIM HOOK TABLEAUX

JAEJIN LEE

o. Introduction

In [S] Schensted constructed the Schensted algorithm giving a bijec
tion between permutations and pairs of Young standard tableaux (see
also [Knl]). After Knuth generalized it to column strict tableaux in
[Kn2], various analogs of the Schensted algorithm came: versions for
rim hook tableaux ([W], [SW]), shifted tableaux ([Sa], [Wo]), oscillating
tableaux [B], and skew tableaux [SS].

In this paper we give the Schensted algorithm for shifted rim hook
tableaux. If k is a fixed odd positive integer it shows a one-to-one
correspondence between all pairs (P, Q), where P is a shifted (first
tail circled) k-rim hook tableau of shape A and content km and Q is
a circled shifted k-rim hook tableau of the same shape A and content
km, and all circled hook permutations of content km. In particular, if
all the rim hooks of P were of size one and 10"1 = 1 then this algorithm
reduces to the Schensted algorithm for ordinary shifted tableaux given
by Sagan [Sa].

In Section 1 we provide the definitions and notation used in this
paper. Section 2 describes the "bumping" algorithm which is the basic
building block of the subsequent algorithms. It is an analog to Schen
sted "bumping." In Section 3 the "insertion" and "deletion" algorithms
are given. In Section 4 we give the "encode" and "decode" algorithms
and state the theorems which follow from these algorithms.

1. Preliminaries

We use standard notation P, Z for the set of all positive integers
and the ring of integers, respectively.
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DEFINITION 1.1. A partition A of a nonnegative integer n is a se
quence of nonnegative integers A = (AI, A2,.'" At) such that

(1) Al ~ A2 ~ ... ;::: At > 0,

(2) I::=1 Ai = n.
We write A I-- n, or IAI = n. We say each term Ai is a part of A and

n is the weight of A. The number of nonzero parts is called the length
of A and is written R= R(A). Let P be the set of all partitions and 'Pn

be the set of all partitions of n.
We sometimes abbreviate the partition A with 1il2h 3ia ... , whereji

is the number of parts of size i. Sizes which do not appear are ~mitted
and if ji = 1, then it is not written. Thus, a partition (5,3,2,2,2,1) I-
15 can be written 12335.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let A = (Ab'" ,At) be a partition. The Ferrers
diagram (shape) D>.. of Ais the array of cells or boxes arranged in rowS
and colU1nns, Al in the first row, A2 in the second row, etc., with each
row left-justified. That is,

where we regard the elements of D>.. as a collection of boxes in the plane
with matrix-style coordinates. Sometimes we identify a partition.with
its diagram, so that x E Ashould be interpreted\as x E D>... See Figure
1.1 for a Ferrers diagram of(6,5,5,3,2) 1--21. In particular, if A= 1i j
for some nonnegative integer i, j then D>.. is called a hook.

NOTATION. We denote

D P = {JL E P I JL has all. distinct parts}.

DEFINITION 1.3. For each A E DP, a shifted diagram D~ of shape
A is defined by

D~ = Hi,j) E Z2 I i 5, j 5, Ai + i-I, 1 5, i 5, R(A)}.

And for A, JL E D P with D~ ~ D~, a shifted skew diagram D~/p. IS

defined as the set-theoretic difference D~ \ D~. Figure 1.2 shows D~
and D~/p. respectively when A= (9,7,4,2) and JL = (5,3,1).
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DEFINITION 1.4. A shifted skew diagram 8 is called a single rim
hook if 8 is connected and contains no 2 x 2 block of cells. IT 8 is a
single rim hook, then its head is the upper rightmost cell in 8 and its
tail is the lower leftmost cell in 8. See Figure 1.3.

•
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Figure 1.1 Figure 1.2 Figure 1.3

DEFINITION 1.5. A double rim hook is a shifted skew diagram 8
formed by the union of two single rim hooks both of whose tails are
on the main diagonal. IT fJ is a double rim hook, we denote by A[fJ]
(resp., 0'1[8]) the set of diagonals of length two (resp., one). Also let
.BIl8] (resp., rIl8]) be a single rim hook in 8 which starts on the upper
(resp., lower ) of the two main diagonal cells and ends at the head
of aIl8]. The tail of .Bl[8] (resp., rl[8]) is called the first tail (resp.,
second tail) of 8 and the head of .B1[8] or r1[8] (resp., r2[fJ],.B2[8], where
.B2[8] = 8 \ .B1[8] and r2[8] = 8 \ r1[8]) is called the 1st head (resp.,.
second head, third head) of 8. Hence we have the following descriptions
for a double rim hook 8:

8 = A[8] U 0'1 [8]

= .B1[8] U .B2(8)
= r1[8] U r2[8].

Definition 1.5 is illustrated in Figure 1.4. We write A, 0'1, etc. for
A[8],0'1 [8], etc. when there is no confusion.

Figure 1.4
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Figure 1.6

We will use the term rim hook to mean a single rim hook or a 9.ouble
rim hook.

DEFINITION 1.6. A shifted rim hook tableau of shape A E DP and
content P = (PI,'" ,Pm) is defined recursively. If m = 1, a rim hook
with alII's and shape A is a shifted rim hook tableau. Suppose P of
shape A has content P = (PI, P2, ... ,Pm) and tfe cells containing the
m's form a rim hook inside A. If the removal of the m's leaves a shifted
rim hook tableau, then P is a' shifted rim hook tableau. We define a
shifted skew rim hook tableau in a similar way.

Let P be a shifted rim hook tableau. We write K,p(r) (or just K,(r))
for a rim hook of P containing r. Figure 1.5 shows an example of a
shifted rim hook tableau P of shape (7,5,3,2) and content (6,5,3,2,1).

DEFINITION 1.7. Suppose P is a shifted rim hook tableau. Then
we denote by pI one of the tableaux obtained from P by circling or
not circling the first tail of each double rim hook in P. The pI is called
a first tail circled rim hook tableau. We use the notation I . I to refer
to the uncircled version; e.g., Ipll = P. Figure 1.6 shows all first tail
circled rim hook tableaux obtained from P, where P is a shifted rim
hook tableau in Figure 1.5.

From now on, unless we explicitly specify to the contrary, all rim
hook tableaux will be first tail' circled. rim hook tableaux.

DEFINITION 1.8. Suppose A is a shifted shape and a a shifted skew
shape, where a = /-l/v. The outer rim of A is the set of cells in A with
no cell in A immediately below or no cell in A immediately to the right.
A rim hook T in A is called an outer rim hook ofA if

(1) removal of T from A leaves a shifted Young diagram and
(2) Thas non-empty intersection with the outer rim of A.
Similarly we define the inner rim of a and an inner rim hook of

a. The outside rim of A is the set of cells immediately to the right or
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below cells in A, or in the first row and to the right of A. The inside
rim of ex is the outer rim of 1/, plus a row of cells along the top border
of 1/ starting at the boundary with 1/. A rim hook T is an outside rim
hook of A if

(1) AUT is a shifted Young diagram and AnT = 0,
(2) T has non-empty intersection with the outside rim of A.
An inside rim hook of ex is defined in a similar way. These definitions

are illustrated in Figure 1.7.

Outer Rim Outer Rim Hook Outside Rim

Outside Rim Hook Inside Rim

Figure 1.7

Inside Rim Hook

It is necessary in discussions involving tableaux and shapes to refer
to the directions within the shape. In what follows, compass directions
will be used to refer to the relative positions within shape. Generally
speaking, x will be SE of y if the row of x is the same as or below
the row of y and the column of x is the same as or to the right of the
column of y. Also, x will be strictly SE of y if x is SE of y but not in
the same row or same column.

DEFINITION 1.9. Let A be a shifted shape and x be a fixed cell on
the outside rim of A. Every cell y along the outside rim of A can be
described by its distance from x in one of two ways: either directly or
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reflected off the.main diagonal. IT x = (ix,jx) and y = (iy,jy), write
dx = jx - i x and dy = jy - i y. IT dx :$ ay (y is NE of x), we say y is
dy - dx above x on A, or we say y is a reflected cell dy +dx +1 below x
on A. IT dx > dy (y is SW of x), we say y is dx -dy below x on A, or we
say y is a reflected cell dy + dx + 1 below x on A. Thus, we may refer
to the cell numbered j above x on A, or the cell numbered k below x
on A.

Any outside rim hook of A can be described by a cell x, a length k,
and a direction d (SW or NE). That is, if d = NE, then the rim hook
consis~s Qf the .cells in. the outside rim of A above x and numbered
0,1, .. f , k - 1.

On the other hand, suppose now d = SW. IT k -1 :$ dx , then the rim
hook consi$ts of the cells in the outside rim of Abelow x and numbered
0,1, ... ,k - 1. IT dx < k - 1 :$ 2dx +1, the rim hook consists of the
cells in the outside rim of Abeiow x ~d numbered 0, 1, ... ,dx , plus the
cells diagonally SE of the cells below x and numbered dx +1, ... , k-l.
IT k - 1 > 2dx +1, then the rim hook consists of the cells in the outside
rim of Abelow x and numbered 0,1, ... , dx , 2dx +2, 2dx +3, ... , k -1,
plus the cells diagonally SE of the cells below x and numbered dx +
1, ... ,2dx + 1.

We shall say an outside rim hook T. of A admits (x, k, d) and (x, k, d)
describes T.

REMARK 1.10.
(1) Any outside rim rook of Ahas two such descriptions. Single rim

hooks may be described by (x, k, NE), where x is the tail, and also by
(y, k, SW), where y is the head. Double rim hooks may be described
by (x, k, SW), where x is. the first head, and also by (y, k, SW), where
y is the second head.

(2) More generally, (A, x, k, d) describes a set of cells which intersects
the outside rim of A as detailed in the preceding paragraphs. This set
of cells need not be a legal outside rim hook ofA.

DEFINITION 1.11. Suppose T is an outside rim hook of A and T

admits (x, n, d). A j-repeated-slide of T along A from x in the direction
d is the set of cells described by (A', y, n, d), where,XI = AUT and y and
d' are constructed as follows. IT d = NE, the cell y is the cell numbered
jn above x. IT d = SW, let x' be the cell numbered jn below x. Then
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Y is the cell diagonally SE of the cell x' if x' ET. Otherwise, y = x'.
If x' is a reflected cell, then d' = NE. Otherwise, d' = d. Let us also
write RepeatedSlidej,).(x,d) to denote the pair (y,d') which emerges
from a j-repeated-slide. See Figure 1.8. Here x, y are the head and tail
of T, respectively.

(a): RepeatedSlide 1,A(X, SW) (b): RepeatedSlide 3,A(X, SW)
(c): RepeatedSlide 1,A(y,NE)

Figure 1.8

Informally, a j-repeated-slide of T from x moves the cells of T along
the outside rim of AUT in the direction d by j ITI steps. If a is a shifted
skew shape, RepeatedSlidej,OI(x, d) are defined in similar ways.

As we mentioned earlier in Remark 1.10, (A, x, k, d) may not be a
legal outside rim hook of A'. Algorithm Bump will fix such a set so
that the resulting new set is an outside rim hook of a certain shape .x.
Let T be a rim hook of shifted skew shape and x = (i, j) ET.

Algorithm Bump (Input: T, x, direction; Output: x)
begin

if direction is outward then
if T is a single rim hook then

x - (i + 1,j + 1)
else (* T is a double rim hook *)

if x = (i,j) E Gdr] then
x _ (i +1,j + 1)

else (* x = (i,j) E A[T] *)
x - (i +2,j +2)

else (* direction is inward *)
if T is a single rim hook then
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X t- (i - 1,j - 1)
else (* 7 is a double rim hook *)

if x = (i,j) E ad7] then
x t- (i - 1,j - 1)

else (* x = (i,j) E A[7] *)
xt-(i-2,j-2)

end.

DEFINITION 1.12. Let us write Bump(7,x, direction) to mean the
resulting cell x in
BUn;lp(7, x, direction; x). If 7 is a rim hook of shifted skew shape and
'l/J ~ 7, then we write

Bump.,.('IjI, direction) = {Bump (7,X, direction) I x E 'IjI}.

In Figure 1.9 (a), the set of shaded cells shows Bump.,.('IjI, out), where
'l/J is the set of cells marked with x's. Bump.,.(4>, in) is given in Figure
1.9 (b). Here 4> is the set of cells containing x's.

Figure 1.9

We now describe Algorithm MakeRimHook which tells us how to
make a rim hook from a given hook of odd size. The input to this
algorithm is a hook (j = 1i j (i + j odd, j =1= 1) and the output is an
outside rim hook of 0.

Algorithm MakeRimHook (Input: (j; Output: u)
begin

if j = 0 then
if i = 1 then

ut-rim hook of shape (1,0)
else (* i =1= 1 *)
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a +- double rim hook of shape (i -1, 1) with a circle on
its first tail

else (* j t= 0 *)
if j > i then

a +- rim hook of shape (j, i)
else (* i > j *)

a +- rim hook of shape (i, j) with the first tail circled
end.

We construct Algorithm MakeHook to reverse the MakeRimHook
algorithm. Let T be an outside rim hook of 0 and (i,j) (i > j) be the
shape of T.

Algorithm MakeHook (Input: T; Output: f)
begin

if T has no circle on its first tail then
f +- 1j i

else (* T has a circle on its first tail *)
if j = 1 then

f +- 1i+j

else (* j t= 1 *)
f +- 1ij

end.

2. Bumping algorithms

From now on, we assume that k is a fixed odd number. Now we
describe a procedure called the "bumping algorithm" which is the basic
building block of the subsequent algorithms. The bumping algorithm
shows us how an area within a shape, called the bumping hook, changes
two tableaux, one a shifted skew rim hook tableau and the other a
shifted rim hook tableau. The result of this procedure is a new bumping
hook and two new tableaux.

We describe two such algorithms, BumpOut and BumpIn. The
movement of BumpOut is outward while the movement of Bumpln
is inward. However, we will analyze only BumpOut in detail because
these two algorithms are "mirror images"of one another.
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The inp~t to this algorithm is a pair of tableaux (T, S), whose over
lap is called the bumping hook, satisfying Conditions 1-3 below and a
mark (either true or false) of the bumping hook satisfying Condition 4.
We say the bumping hook is marked if the mark is true, and unmarked
if the mark is false. The result is a mark and a new pair of tableaux
(T, S) which also satisfy these four conditions:

Condition 1. T is a shifted (first tail circled) rim hook tableau of
shape ..x with entries ~ j - 1; all parts of content(T) are k.

Condition 2. S is a shifted skew (first tail circled) rim hook tableau
of shape Cl:: with entries 2': j; all parts of content(S) are k. We assume
j occurs in S.

Condition 3. a = ..x n Cl:: is an outer rim hook of ..x or, equivalently,
an inner rim hook of Cl:: and lal is k. We call a the bumping hook.

Condition 4. dis unmarked ifanM i:. 0, where M = {(i, i) I i EP}.
It is convenient, especially for the termination, to assume from now

on that any shifted (skew) rim hook tableau has 00 in every cell in its
outside rim and 0 in every cell in its top borders.

Associated with the pair (T, S) is the bumping hook a, a value
j which appears in S and is smallest in S. Let T = ,..,(j). Since
lal = ITI = k, we have the following three basic cases:

Case (1) a and T are disjoint {a n T =0).
Case (2) a and T overlap (0' n T =1= 0 and 0' =1= T).
Case (3) a and T coincide (0' = T).

Algorithm BumpOut (Input: T,S,markj Output: T,S,mark)
begin

ifa n T = 0 then
S'o- S - TU)
T '0- TUTU)
mark '0- mark of a

else if anT =1= 0 and a =1= T then
T' '0- Bump r(T n 0-, out) U (T - (T n a»
S'o- S - TU)
T '0- TU T'U)
mark '0- mark of a

else (* a = T *)
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if (7 is marked then
x +- tail of T

d +- NE
else (* (7 is unmarked *)

if T is a single rim hook then
x +- head of T

d+-SW
else if T has first tail circled then

x +- 1st head of T

d +- SW
else (* T has first tail uncircled *)

x +- 2nd head of T

d+-SW
j+-l
repeat

T' = (y, ITI, d') with (y, d') +- RepeatedSlidej,(>"_lT)(x, d)
until T' is legal on A
if d' = NE then

mark +- true
else if d' = SW and IT' n MI ~ 1 then

mark +- false
else (* d' = SW and IT' n M I = 2 *)

if the number of non-reflected cells of T' is greater than the
number of reflected cells of T' then

T' +- T' with no circle on the 1st tail of T'

mark +- false
else

T' +- T' with a circle on the 1st tail of T'

mark +- false
S +- S - TU)
T +- TU T'U)

end.

See Figures 2.1-2.3. In each figure, the boundaries of A and a will
be indicated in heavy line, so that it clearly shows (7 enclosed in heavy
outline. T, S and a mark of the bumping hook are given in the left
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figures. Right figures show the resulting T, S and the new bumping
hook a- with a mark from BumpOut. Verification that in each case

J J I I
I I

J j
T i ; i

Figure 2.1

(a)

I I I I
I J I

~i j
; ;
I;

(c)

I I I I J
I I j

I; ; j
j

(e)

I I I I
I I

; J
I; ; j

I;

I I I I
I I

I; ; ;
I; ; i i;

I; j
j

Figure 2.2

(b)

I I 11 I I
I I; ; I; I I I

ID ;
;

(4)

I I 11 I
J I I

J J
j I j I; j

(f)

I I I I
I I

I;
ID ; . j

; J

Figure 2.3
Conditions 1-4 are maintained is easily accomplished by careful anal
ysis of the various cases. Since the basic idea for this verification is
similar to White's in [W], details are omitted.

We now describe the BumpIn algorithm. This algorithm can be
obtained from BumpOut by reversing the construction in BumpOut.
But Algorithm BumpIndiffers significantly from BumpOut in Case
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(3). This case provides for the only circumstances under which a hook
can be bumped out of the tableau. This occurs when T' cannot be
constructed because RepeatedSlide encounters cells above the first row.
See Figure 2.4. This special case will stop the Delete algorithm in
Section 3 and a hook of j's will be removed from T.

Bumpln has two additional outputs: timetostop, which indicates
when the special circumstances described above happen, and j, the
value in T at the time of this occurrence.

Figure 2.4

Algorithm Bumpln (Input:T, S, mark;Output.·f',S, j, timetostop,mark)
begin

if u n T = 0 then
S +- S U TU)
f' +- T - TU)
mark +- mark of u

else if u n T f. 0 and u f. T then
T' +- Bump T(T n u,in) U (T - (T nu))
S +- S U T'U)
f' +- T - TU)
mark +- mark of u

else (* u = T *)
if u is marked then

x +- head of T

d+-SW
else (* u is unmarked *)

if T is a single rim hook then
x +- tail of T

d+-NE
else if T has first tail circled then
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x ~ 1st head of T

d~SW

else (* T has first tail uncircled *)
x ~ 3rd head of T

d~SW

j~1

repeat
T' = (y, ITI, d') with (y, d') ~ RepeatedSlidej,(cx_tT) (x, d)

until T' is legal on Cl! or T' encounters cells above 1st row
if T' encounters cells above 1st row then

timetostop ~ true
else (* T' is legal on Cl! *)

if d' = NE then
mark ~ false

else if d' = SW and T' n M = 0 then
mark ~ true

else if d' = SW and IT' n MI = 1 then
mark ~ false

else (* d' = SW and IT' nM I = 2 *)
if the number of non-reflected cells pf T' is greater than

the number of reflected cells of T f then
T' ~ T' with no circle on the 1St tail of T'
mark ~ false

else
T' ~ T' with a circle on the 1st tail of T'
mark ~ false

S ~ SUT'U)
T +- T - TU)

end.
Since every construction in BumpOut is inver~ed in BumpIn, we

have the following crucial lemma:

LEMMA 2.2. BumpOut and BumpIn are inverse algoritbms. Tbat
is, tbe procedure:
begin

BumpOut (T, S, mark; T, S, mark)

BumpIn (T, S, mark; T, S,j, timetostop, mark)
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end. . .
yields T = T, S = S and timetostop = false and mark of (jTS is equal
to the mark of (jTS; and the procedure:
begin

Bumpln (T, S, mark; T, S,j, timetostop, mark)
if not timetostop then

BumpOut (T, S, mark; T, S, mark)
end. . .
also yields T = T, S = S and mark of aTS = mark of a Ts'

3. Schensted insertion and deletion algorithms.

Using the Bumping algorithms in Section 2 we now describe inser
tion and deletion algorithms which are shifted rim hook analogs of the
ordinary Schensted insertion and deletion algorithms for identifying
permutations with pairs of standard tableaux.

Algorithm Insert has as input a shifted (first tail circled) rim hook
tableau with all content parts k or 0, and a hook tableau of size k. The
hook tableau must first be positioned so that we can apply Algorithm
BumpOut in Section 2. Suppose A is a shifted shape and T is a hook
of size k.

Algorithm Position (Input: A, T; Output: f, mark)
begin

if A = 0 then
f - MakeRimHook(T; f)
mark_ false

else (* A =I- 0 *)
j -1
repeat

f - RepeatedSlidej,0(tail of T, NE)
until An f = 0
j-1
repeat

f - RepeatedSlidej,>.(head of f, SW)
until f is legal on A
if f contains a non-reflected cell then
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if the number of non-reflected cells of f is bigger
than the number of reflected cells of f then

f ~ f with no circle on the 1st tail of f
mark~false

else
f ~ f with a circle on the 1st tail of f
mark~false

else (* every cell of f is reflected *)
mark~true

If f has an illegal tail on A, then RepeatedS1idel,>.(head of f, SW)
has a legal head on A. Thus, both loops in the above algorithm must
ternu:nate and the resulting f· is an··outside rim hook of A. See Figure
3.1.

Let T be a shifted (first tail circled) rim hook tableau. We denote
by Tj the shifted (first tail circled) rim hook tableau obtained from
T by removing all the rim hooks whose entry is larger than j. Sim
ilarly, we denote by Tj the shifted skew (first tail circled) rim hook
tableau obtained from T by removing all the rim hooks whose entry is
smaller than j. See Figure 3.2. Let Aand a be shapes of Tj-l and Tj,
respectively.

f:unmarked
Figure 3.1

T= I(DI1 2 2 :3 5 5 51
I 1 2 :3 :3 6 7 71

4 4 6 6 7
4 8 8 8

Figure 3.2
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Now suppose T has shape p, and content (k, ... , k,O, k, ... , k), where°lies in the jth coordinate. Let (7 be a hook of size k. The output
from Algorithm Insert will be another shifted (first tail circled) rim
hook tableau i' of content (k, ... , k) and shape {J, such that a = {J, - P,

is an outside rim hook of p" and a mark of a.

Algorithm Insert (Input: T, (7,j; Output: i', a, mark)
begin

Position (>,,(7j(7}, mark)
A f- Tj-1 U (71(j)
B f- Tj+1
markf- mark of (71
while B contains finite entries do

BumpOut (A,B, markj A,E, mark)
(7 AB f- bumping hook of A and E
Af-A
Bf-E
markf- mark of bumping hook of A and E

i'f-A
a f- (7AB
markf- mark of (7AB

end.
At the end, A = i', and E contains infinite entries only. By the

result of Section 2, (7AB is the intersection of i' and E, and (7AB is an
outside rim hook of p,.

Figure 3.3 gives an example of the Insert algorithm. T and (7 (with
j's in the cells of (7) are given in Figure 3.3 (a). Then Figure 3.3 (b)-(g)
describe A and B (with cells in (7AB indicated in heavy outline) at each
pass through the main loop. We also give the mark of the bumping
hook (7AB and the appropriate case number from BumpOut.

We now describe Algorithm Delete which reverses the Insert algo
rithm. In this algorithm we use the BumpIn algorithm in the previous
section.

First, we need Algorithm Hook to reverse the Position algorithm
described earlier. Suppose>. is a shifted shape and T (ITI = k ) is
an outside rim hook of >. with a mark. The output from the Hook
algorithm will be a hook f of the size k.
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(a)

T=112244
1 2 55 5

(~)

o::EIillITI ....IJ.:4~+-=-+=-I
A";~B= 5 5

@6
er:unmarked 6
Case (2)

B=

B=

B=

B=

er:marked
Case (2)

er:marked
Case (1)

er:unmarked
Case (3)

I 1 11 2 2 :3 4 41
I1 2 :3 :3 4

5 5 6 6
5 6 7

7 7
I...- ....

I 11 1 2 2 :3 4 41
I 1 2 :3 :3 4

5 5 6 6
5 6

- I-

(e)

A=

(t)

A=

(e)

A=~122:344
1 2 :3 :3 4

er:unmarked
Case (3)

A=

A=

(g)

I 1 I1 2 2 :3 4 4181
I1 2 :3 :3 4 8181

5 5 6 6
5 6 7 er

7 7
'-- ....

B=

:marked

Figure 3.3
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Algorithm Hook (Input: A,7, mark,' Output: f)
begin

if A = 0 then
f +- MakeHook( 7; f)

else (* A#-0 *)
if 7 is marked then

x +- head of 7

d+-SW
else if 7 is unmarked and single then

x +- tail of 7

d +- NE
else if 7 has a circle on its first tail then

x +- 1st head of 7

d+-SW
else (* 7 has no circle on its first tail *)

x +- 2nd head of 7

d+-SW
]+-1
repeat

f +- RepeatedSlidej,>'(x, d)
until f is contained in the first row
]+-1
repeat

f +- RepeatedSlide},0(head of f, SW)
until f intersects the first column
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end.
Certainly we have

LEMMA 3.1. Position and Hook are inverses of one another. That
is, the procedure:
begin

Position (A, 7; f, mark)
Hook (A, f, mark; f)

end.
yields 7 = i-; and the procedure:
begin

Hook (A,7, mark; f)
Position (A, f; f, mark)
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end.
also yields T = f and mark of T = mark of f under the special circum
stances that Hook will be used.

The Delete algorithm has as input a shifted (first tail circled) rim
hook tableau T of shape JL and content P = km, and an outer rim hook
u (Iul = k) of JL with a mark.

Algorithm Delete will produce the following:
A shifted (first tail circled) rim hook tableau T of shape p, and

content p; a value j; and a hook 0- such that
(a) p= (PI, ... , Pi-I, 0, PHI,···, Pm),
(b) Pi = 10-1 = lul = k,
(c) P, = (Il - u).

Algorithm Delete (Input: T,u, mark; Output: T,iT,j, mark,)
begin

A+--T
B +-- u( (0)
mark+-- mark of u
repeat

Bumpln (A,B, mark; A,B,j, timetostop, mark)
uAB +-- bumping hook of A and B
mark+-- mark of u.AB
A+--A
B+--B

until timetostop
T+--AUB
mark+-- mark of uAB

A +-- shape of A
Hook (A - u AB'uAB' mark ;0-)

end.
Figure 3.4 shows an example for Algorithm Delete. In Figure 3.4

(a), T and u (with cells of u indicated in heavy outline) are given.
Then Figure 3.4 (b)-(e) describe A and B (with cells in uAB indicated
in heavy outline) at each pass through the main loop. Again we give
the mark of the bumping hook uAB, and the appropriate case number
from BumpOut and Bumpln.
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B=
nmarked

Case (3)

1<Dlt 2 3 3 41
I 1 2 3 4 41

A=
2 5 5

.l u:uu:unmarked
Case (2)

(b)(a.)
1(1)11 2 3 3 4

11 2 3 4 4

= 2 5 5 6
5 6 6

T

2334~
2344 55
2 B= 6 6 6

g 5 5
:8= 6 6 6

u :unmarked
Case (3)

(e)

1<D11 2 3 3 5

11 2 3 5 5

2 6 6 6

A

T=

Figure 3.4

From Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 we have

THEOREM 3.2. Insert and Delete are inverses of one other. That
is, the procedure:
begin

Insert (T,u,j;1',a, mark)

Delete (1',a, mark; 1',a.,j, mark)
end.
yields T = 1', u = J; and the procedure:
begin

Delete (T, u, mark; 1', a,j, mark)

Insert (1', a,j; 1',a., mark)
end.
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will yield T = 'i', (j = a. and mark of (j=mark of 8-.

, .' .'-

.4. Schensted correspondence

DEFINITION 4.1. A circled shifted rim hook tableau is a shifted first
tail circled rim hook tableau with every cell except main diagonal cells
either circled or uncircled.

DEFINITION 4.2.11. - (H},Hz, .... ,Hm) is said to be a circled hook
permutation of content p = km, and shape (T(l), T(Z), .. . ,T(m» if the
following conditions hold: .

(1) each Hi is a hook tableau of shape T( i) ,

(2) IT(i) I = k and
(3) for each i, all cells ofHi exceptits tail can be circled or uncircled.

Figure 4.1 gives a circled hook permutation of content 55.

DEFINITION 4.3. Let T be a rim hook of size k. Then every cell of
T is numbered as follows: Suppose T is a single rim hook. If x E T is
d distant from head (T), x is numbered as d + 1. Suppose now T is a
double rim hook with 1,81 [T11 = a and l,8z[T] I = b (a> b). We number
cells of ,81 [T] with 1,2, ... , a as above, and then number cells of ,8Z[T]
with a + 1, ... , k in a similar way. If x E T is numbered d, then x is
called the dth cell of T.

Let (j and T be hooks or rim hooks of the same size k. We say that
(j and T have the same circling if the following .condition holds: The
ith cell of (j is circled if and only if the ith cell of T is also circled for
i = 1, ... , k - 1. In Figure 4.2, (j and.T have the. same circling.

r
~~·G)r®~

~ ~(j) 5
® G) 5

2 15.

1

Figure 4.1

~
_@1~=@

4 4@
7 6 ® 7 6

Figure 4.2
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We now describe an algorithm which assigns to a circled hook per
mutation with content km a pair consisting of a shifted (first tail cir
cled) rim hook tableau and a circled shifted rim hook tableau of the
same shape and content. Let 'H. = (H}, H2, ••. , H m) be a circled hook
permutation of content km and shape (T(I), T(2), •.. , T(m»).

Algorithm Encode ( Input: H; Output: P, Q)
begin

P,Q~0

for i ~ 1 to m

j ~ content of Hi
(i) . AInsert (P, T ,); P, 0', mark)

0' ~ 0' with the same circling as T(i)

if 0' is unmarked then
Q~ Q U 0'( i) with no circle on the tail of 0'

Q~Q

P~P

else (* 0' is marked *)
Q~ Q U 0'( i) with a circle on the tail of (T

Q~Q

P~P

end.
For a circled hook permutation given in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.3 shows

the final P and Q.

p= 1<Dll 1 1 3 3 3 3131
11 2 2 4 4 5 51

® 2 4 5 5
2 4 5

4
'--

Q=

Figure 4.3

Now we construct Algorithm Decode which is the inverse of Encode.
Suppose P is a shifted (first tail circled) rim hook tableau of shape
). E DP and content p = km and Q is a circled shifted rim hook tableau
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of shape>. and content p. Algorithm Decode has as input a pair (P, Q).
The result is a circled hook permutation 1i = (H1, ... , Hm) of content
p = km and shapes (r(1), ... , r(m). In this case, Pi = k for all i.

Algorithm Decode (Input: P,Q,. Output: (HI, ... ,Hm »)
begin

if P and Q are both empty then
outcome+--decoding

else
if I'i,Q (1) has no circle on its tail then

mark+- false
else (* K,Q(1) has a circle on its tail *)

mark+- true
a +- I'i,Q(1)
Delete (P,a, mark; P,a,j, mark)

Q+-- Q - I'i,Q(1)(l)

Decode (1', Q; P, Q, (HI, ... , Hm - 1 ),)

else (* outcome is decoding *)
if +-- if with the same circling as I'i,Q (1)
H m +-- o-(j)

end.

THEOREM 4.4. Encode and Decode are inverses of one anotber.
Tbat is, tbe procedure:
begin

Decode (P, Q; P, {J, 1i = (HI, ... , H m »
Encode (1i; P, Q)

end. A A

yields P = P arid Q = Q, and tbe procedure:
begin

Encode (1i; P, Q)
Decode (P, Q; it)

end.
yields 1i = it.

The algorithms and theorems of Section 2 and 3 yield the following
bijection:
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THEOREM 4.5. Let k be an odd number. Then algorithms Encode
and Decode construct a bijection between all pairs (P, Q), where P is
a shifted (first tail circled) k-rim hook tableau of shape>. and content
km and Q is a circled shifted k-rim hook tableau of the same shape >.
and content km, and all circled hook permutations of content km.
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